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Allende does not represent the interests of the people
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Until 1973, a growing popular protest was taking place in Chile, due to the miserable conditions in which one lives under the oppression of the bourgeoisie and landowners. We point out that the Recabarren communist party had already been usurped by the revisionists (communists by word, bourgeois in deeds), since the 1930s, therefore, we declare that since those years and until today the people have not counted or counted on an organization that is the unified leadership for the revolution in Chile, that is, there is no real communist party.

Within this, Allende as representative of the exploiting classes, fulfilled the task of safeguarding their interests, controlling popular discontent, sowing parliamentary illusions among the masses, promoting the peaceful path to socialism, a revisionist thesis raised by Soviet social-imperialism (later After Comrade Stalin's death, a coup d'etat is carried out in the USSR, in which Nikita Khrushchev begins the path of capitalist restoration). Allende always raised the protection of the institutions of the old oppressive state, raised to avoid a "civil war", even signed a pact with the DC for such reasons.

Given this, the popular masses begin to understand that beyond and their reforms do not represent them, they generate industrial cords and take holdings, even expelling bureaucratic officials, but with uncertainty, since they are adrift after years of deceit, by which seeks to reorganize and begin a path of independent class emancipation, but this process that the peaceful path could not contain, had to be stifled by more violent means and it is like through Pinochet the exploiting classes establish a fascist military regime. In this way, what we must not forget is that beyond that, it was a key piece and cement the conditions for the establishment of the fascist military regime.
We see how today the broad front and the false communists infiltrate or create mass organizations (they buy leaders) for their electoral purposes, posing as revolutionaries, since many of them are part of the government. These rats professing parliamentary cretinism, little by little, seek to resume the reformist role of popular unity, diverting our struggles. Given this and based on the experience that our people paid with blood, we must count on our party, the Communist Party that Recabarren left us, which we must reconstitute. It is impossible to make the revolution by legal means imposed by our oppressors, it only begins with the destruction of the old bourgeois landowning state, taking power through the Communist Party, in our Marxist-Leninist Maoist era, through people's war, through revolutionary violence such as the great deeds of Lenin in Russia and President Mao in China, which currently unfold as popular wars and armed struggles, being the people's war the torch of the world proletarian revolution, under the banner of Maoism in Peru, India, Turkey, the Philippines and others.

APPLYING MAOISM FOR THE RED PLANTING OF LUIS EMILIO RECARBERREN !!!